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portrait of a new judge

In 1998 the Court of Tarascon gave a most unusual judgment in Etat Français v 
Pinoncely (1998), D. 2000, 128. Tarascon, a small town in Southern France, became 
famous in the 19th century through French novelist Alphonse Daudet’s famous 
trilogy Tartarin de Tarascon in which the main character, Tartarin, entertains his 
contemporaries with his colourful manners and loquacious speech. Commentators 
asked at the time of the decision whether the judge of Tarascon would become as fam-
ous as Tartarin and make a similar impression on the judicial history of French law. 
Although the judgment has not impacted on the habits of French judges—one reason 
being the unusual factual circumstances of this particular case—Pinoncely is still 
worthy of being considered as an avant-garde decision in French judicial records.

= e facts were as follows. In 1993, Pierre Pinoncely, a self-styled artist, visited an 
exhibition of the works of Marcel Duchamp (1887–1968), an artist known for making 
works of art out of everyday objects, classed as ready-made. On entering the museum 
of Nîmes, where the works were displayed, Pinoncely approached one of Duchamp’s 
most famous works entitled ‘Fountain’—a work in the form of a public urinal—and 
urinated onto it, following which he took a hammer and smashed it up. Sued in tort 
by the State for the destruction of a work of art, his defence was that by his act he had 
completed the artistic function for which this work had been created, namely urin-
ating. In so doing, and completing its purpose, the work, he argued, no longer had 
artistic signiI cance and, thus, his act of breaking it, whatever else it may have been, 
was not the destruction of a work of art.

At the beginning of its judgment, the court explicitly referred to the method usu-
ally employed by French judges of applying an appropriate syllogism to the case when 
giving a decision. = us, according to the court:

Any act causing damage to somebody obliges the one by whose fault it has occurred to 
compensate it (art. 1382 of the Civil Code). = e very act of entering a museum with a ham-
mer, to urinate on one of the works displayed, and then use this hammer in order to destroy 
the work, falls within the framework of the rules governing civil liability. = ere has been 
a deliberate act of destruction here which constitutes the fault that caused the damage on 
which the plaintiK ’s claim is based.
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However, the court then declined to apply the syllogism it had formulated in the I rst 
place, choosing instead to adopt a reasoning that reM ected an approach based more 
on discourse and persuasion. = e court said:

However, the syllogism runs the risk of being thought simplistic, of giving substance to the 
assumption that the judicial institution is not open to an avant-garde artistic approach. 
= e primary function of the judicial decision being that it should be understood by those 
to whom it is addressed, the court has the duty here to reconcile legalistic and artistic 
viewpoints. = e debates and abundant literature generated by this case show that there is 
a risk of the judgment being misunderstood if the court justiI es itself simply by applying 
to the case the provisions of the code, without any discussion of the context in which the 
facts have taken place. 

= e defendant was eventually found liable and was ordered to pay compensation 
for the damage caused. = e grounds given for the decision may be summarised as 
follows: the defendant could not, without contradicting himself, allege on the one 
hand that his own act of destruction was ‘artistic’ and say on the other hand that the 
destruction of Duchamp’s work is not the destruction of a work of art. = erefore, he 
must pay for the damage caused.

What is signiI cant in this judgment is not only the refusal to apply a strict syllo-
gism, but also the manner in which the court expounds the reasoning for the deci-
sion it has reached. A real eK ort is being made here, on the part of the judge, to 
justify openly each step in the reasoning process, identifying the possible alternative 
choices, and stating and discussing the conM icting arguments. In this respect the 
judgment is informative, in the sense that it not only provides a full account of the 
judge’s reasoning, but also provides interested readers with ample quotations from 
Marcel Duchamp’s writings as well as extracts from the writings of other contem-
porary art specialists. A further unusual feature of the judgment is that it is written 
in a literary prose style in which technical concepts and language are avoided. = e 
language is also unusually rich and expressive, sometimes even pompous, as may be 
noted in the following extracts which have been leO  in the French language for more 
authenticity:

Ainsi, le raisonnement juridique se trouve-t-il confronté à une double mystiI cation. . . .
Pinoncely prétend s’aK ranchir de tout examen des conséquences patrimoniales de son 

acte dès lors qu’il se drape dans ce statut protecteur à nul autre pareil. . . .
Il est permis de penser que, par sa requête, le ministre de la Culture, loin de se comporter 

en mercanti inaccessible à l’évolution de l’art contemporain, entend que soit évalué le con-
tenu artistique du geste de Pinoncély. 

As already stated, because of its original features, the Court of Tarascon judgment 
has already found its place in the history of the style of French judicial decision mak-
ing. However, whether it can be categorised as an inM uential landmark in judicial 
method is doubtful.
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